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Abstract. The robust regression analysis works on data affected by deviations from a general assumption of normality.
There are number of stable and robust methods in the field of linear regression analysis. In contrast the robust structural
modeling is still under active development.

This paper describes a novel algorithm designed to solve a task of optimal polynomial model selection on multivariate data
sets in presence of outliers in both input and output variables. On one side it is based on GMDH-type Polynomial Neural
Network (PNN), which gives an universal model structure identification thanks to the evolving adaptively synthesized
bounded network. From the other side the algorithm is based on application of MM-estimator, which allows achieving
robustness to outliers in both input and output data sets. Previous version of Robust PNN was addressed to the modeling
of the data with outliers in output variables only.

Enhanced RPNN was developed and tested on the artificial data set resulted from the simulation polynomials up to third
degree. The Gaussian noise as well as outliers was added to the data. RPNN demonstrated robustness to outliers in both
input and output variables (20% of outliers) and good accuracy of the automatic structure syntheses as well as of the
parameters estimation.
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1 Introduction

Consider the non-linear regression model: yi = f(x;βo) + εi; i = 1, . . . , n, where f(·) is a non-linear model function,
x = {x1, . . . , xm} ∈ <m is a vector of explanatory variable, βo ∈ <p is a vector of model parameters, y is a dependent
variable, and ε is an error term. As it is known, outliers in the explanatory and/or dependent variables can have great impact
on model selection f(·) and on model parameters βo estimation resulting in totally wrong results if one applies classical
statistical methods. In order to overcome those negative effects of outliers in model parameters estimation number of well
developed outlier robust estimators with high break-down point [5, 4] exists. Least median squares [9], S-estimators [8],
MM-estimators [10] are most known ones, but most of them consider case with linear model. On the other hand, wide set
of GMDH-derived [6] algorithms exist aimed for non-linear structure and model selection task, having their core based
on linear regression approaches.

In this paper, we present novel GMDH-type Polynomial Neural Network (PNN) algorithm, which gives an universal
model structure and parameters identification and remain robust to outliers in explanatory and dependent variables with
high break-down point.
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2 Methods

Given X is n ×m data-set of explanatory variables (n experiments with x ∈ <m), and y is n × 1 vector of dependent
variable realizations. One would like to find a functional relation f(·) between X and y within a family of multinomial
functions of argument x and parameters β not higher than pmax order and consists not more than tmax terms, such that:
yi ≈ f(x̂; β̂)+ ε̂i. Taking into account possible presence of outliers in explanatory variable x and/or in dependent variable
y. The core of proposed algorithm is based on PNN algorithm for model and parameters selection, described in details in
[2], and outlier resistant improvement based on techniques used in MM-estimators [10].

Classical M-estimator, proposed by Huber is based on minimization of following criteria: minβ
∑n
i=1 ρ(ri/σ̂), where

residuals ri = yi−f(x, β), and ρ(·) is symmetric residuals weight function with single minimum at zero. Which makes it
robust to outliers in dependant variable y, but it is still not robust to outliers in explanatory variable x. In MM-estimators
it is proposed to introduce correction function, which depends on explanatory variable estimation:

minβ

n∑
i=1

w(x; µ̂; σ̂x)ρ(ri/σ̂) (1)

where w additional penalty function for those points which are considered as outliers in explanatory variable. The prob-
lem 1 is solved in iterative way and in general casew(·) should be recalculated at each iteration, but we decided to sacrifice
the algorithm’s precision in favor of calculation speed and thus we compute correction weights wx only once and after
we use it in all runs of iterative re-weighted least squares (IWLS) for linear regression. The robust location µ̂x and scale
Ŝ (pair-wise algorithm was used in sake of speed) of data-set X are estimated, distance measure is calculated (which is
Mahalanobis distance), and then distances are converted to weights for IWLS in accordance with selected break-down

point. Final equation for wx is as follows: wi = min{1,
√
χ−2
m−1(τ)/d2

m(x)} for ∀i = {1, . . . , n}, where τ - selected

outlier quantity threshold, χ−2
m−1(τ) inverse of cumulative density function for χ2 distribution with m − 1 degrees of

freedom, d2
m(x) = (x− µ̂x)T Ŝ−1(x− µ̂x) Mahalanobis distance.

We used modified robust Akaike criteria [3, 7, 1] with additional leverage resistant term in it for model selection:

AICr =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

ρ(ri · w2
x/σ̂) +

n+ k

n− k − 2
=

1
n− 1

RSSw +
n+ k

n− k − 2
. (2)

where k is number of terms in the model. Then we use RSSw, as fit criteria, in IWLS.

The general scheme of algorithm is as follows:

1. Compute robust estimation of location µ̂ and scale Ŝ of explanatory data-set X;
2. Compute weights vector wx basing on µ̂ and Ŝ for later use in iterative MM-estimator;
3. Initialize best models set M

′

best = ∅;
4. ∀(t, p) where t ∈ {1, . . . , tmax} and p = pmax

4.1. run PNN algorithm having its starting models set Mstart equal to M
′

best and with constraints on number of
model terms and power equal to t and p accordingly;

4.2. Obtain final Mbest from PNN algorithm, to which it converged;
4.3. Evaluate models in accordance with AICr criteria, as in equation 2;
4.4. Update set M

′

best with those models M ∈Mbest, which have lower values of AICr criteria and is different by
structure from current models in M

′

best;

5. Take model M ∈M ′

best with minimal value of AICr criteria, which is the best fit model.

As one can see, the algorithm above is aimed for optimal model selection, while raw model search and parameters
selection is done by mentioned in step 4.1. PNN algorithm. Enhanced PNN algorithm searches for best fit models for
given pair (t, p) of constraints on model terms and power respectively, correction weight vector wx, and list of starting
models Mstart in accordance with next steps:

1. Initialize working sets: best models Mbest = Mstart; estimation of best models Xbest set in accordance with
Mbest; expand working data-set Xall = [X;Xbest];

2. ∀{i, j, k} where i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , |Xall|}:
2.1. In accordance with generator function G(i, j, k) = xi + xjxk, where by xp denoted vector correspoding to

the p-th column of matrix X, build a model Mijk = α1x
i + α2x

jxk;
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2.2. Reject model Mijk if it does not fit to the constraints on terms and power (t, p);
2.3. Find linear regression coefficients vector α = {α1;α2}, which is subject of robust linear regression task

y ≈ [xi;xj · xk]T · α and is done via iterative least squares method with use of weight vector wx;
2.4. Calculate robust sum of residuals criteria RSSw(r) =

∑n
t=1 ρ(rt(Mijk) · w2

xt/σ̂)) = ρ(wx([xi;xj · xk]T ·
α− y)/σ̂) for model Mijk;

2.5. Reject model Mijk if ∀Mi ∈ Mbest : RSSw(r(Mijk)) ≥ RSS(r(Mi));
2.6. Reject model Mijk if ∃Mi ∈ Mbest : Mijk has same structure as Mi and RSSw(r(Mijk)) >

RSSw(r(Mi));
2.7. Include model Mijk into set Mbest and model estimation xijk = α1xi + α2xjxk = [xi;xj · xk]T · α into set

Xbest (replacing model with same structure if exists);

3. Limit set Mbest, and Xbest accordingly, by given number of models with lowest RSSw criteria;
4. Update model estimation set Xall = [X;Xbest];
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until models converge.

3 Results

The descibed algorithm was tested on artificial data-sets. Models of specified order and terms number were generated, as
well as, appropriate data-sets.

An artificial data-set X is created in accordance with Gaussianian distribution n(0, σ2
x) in all tests below σ2

x = 10.
An initial model Minit was generated and evaluated on data-set X, in order to obtain dependent variable realizations y =
Minit(X). An input data-set is forged as follows: a superposition of “real” data and outliers Xfit = X+n(0, 7σ2

x) is made
for input data-set and a superposition of “real” output, systematic error ς , and outliers of yfit = y+n(0, 1)+n(0, 3σ2

y) for
output variable is made. When Mfit is build by algorithm it’s tested on “clear” from outliers data-set Xtest ∼ n(0, σ2

x),
and average of square of residualsRS = 1/|Xtest|·

∑
i(Mfit(xi)−Minit(xi))2;∀xi ∈ Xtest is recorded as performance

measure of the fit model.

General performance of algorithm was estimated by comparison with basic PNN algorithm robust to outliers in depen-
dent variables only [2]. Initial models were of 2-nd order and of 3 terms from 4 variables and a constant term. Thought,
it could happen that some models did not use all available variables (for example: f(x) = x2

3 + x2
4 + x3x4 + 1, uses

only 2 variables out of all). The algorithms were limited to search models up to second order and consisting from up to
6 terms. In all experiments 100 data-points with total of 25 outliers (15 in X and 10 in y) were used and 200 receptions
were made. The results are summarized in the Tab. 1.

Tab. 1: General performace / Prediction accuracy
Method RS, best 80% RS, worst 20% Models

used mean std mean std w. RS > 103

RPNN 0.035 0.038 128 433.338 291 869.810 8.5%
PNN 3 017 871.091 3 523 001.124 35 533 726.551 27 921 507.766 97.5%

To measure model selection features of the algorithm we increased maximum allowed length of model from 6 to 12.
And run algorithm with in two versions: first as described above and second is with plain RSSw criteria instead of AICr.
The results are summarized in the Tab. 2.

Tab. 2: Model selection performance
Criteria RS, best 80% RS, worst 20% Models Terms found

mean std mean std w. RS > 103 (average)
AICr 0.036 0.039 70 819.271 202 318.240 6.5% 5.745
RSSw 0.076 0.069 92 588.370 315 119.183 6.5% 10.610

Sensibility to outlier quantity was tested by running algorithm on models with 10 outliers in dependent and L =
{0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} outliers in explanatory variables. Most illustrative results are summarized in Tab. 3 and on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Robustness to outlier quantity. Sorted residuals (RS) are displayed on log-scale. The algorithm was tuned to cope with up to 30% of outliers.

Tab. 3: Robustness to outlier quantity
Outliers RS, best 80% RS, worst 20% Models

Y+X mean std mean std w. RS > 103

O10+L0 0.020 0.021 0.194 0.239 0.5%
O10+L10 0.026 0.028 32 012.983 95 411.709 5.5%
O10+L20 0.051 0.059 972 748.470 1 816 260.544 13.5%
O10+L30 304 847.921 594 829.686 18 354 288.238 15 697 472.667 55.0%

4 Discussion

As it is visible from Fig. 1 fit models are quite accurate until certain threshold, but after it is a great “jump” of RS criteria
to values of 106 and higher. This happen when the algorithm is failed to find one or more terms of actual model. When
this is multiplied by the order of model it causes such high errors. In other cases fit model can have inaccurate parameters
and/or excessive terms with coefficients close to zero, but, according to our experience, this would provoke errors up to
103. After all proposed enhanced RPNN preserves good accuracy of the automatic structure synthesis of its predecessor
and offers robustness to outliers in both explanatory and dependent variables.
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